Safety and efficacy of incobotulinumtoxinA as a potential treatment for poststroke spasticity
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Abstract: Spasticity is a common disabling symptom for several neurological conditions. Botulinum toxin type A injection represents the gold standard treatment for focal spasticity after stroke showing efficacy, reversibility, and low prevalence of complications. In recent years, incobotulinumtoxinA, a new Botulinum toxin type A free of complexing proteins, has been used for treating several movement disorders with safety and efficacy. IncobotulinumtoxinA is currently approved for treating spasticity of the upper limb in stroke survivors, even if several studies described the use also in lower limb muscles. In the present review article, we examine the safety and effectiveness of incobotulinumtoxinA for the treatment of spasticity after stroke.
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Introduction
Spasticity with muscle paresis and loss of dexterity represents one of the most common and discomforthing complications affecting stroke survivors. It can have a disabling effect on stroke patients through pain and reduced mobility, affecting quality of life, and can be highly detrimental to daily functioning. Previous studies, based on the estimates of health care professionals, suggested that the prevalence of poststroke spasticity was ~60%, even if this value can be lower than the real value considering the difficulties in measuring spasticity routinely in rehabilitative settings.¹

In a recent study, conducted in a clinical setting, 39% of patients with first-ever stroke were spastic after 12 months.² Lundström et al reported that an estimated prevalence of spasticity 1 year after the first-ever stroke was 17% and that it was more prevalent in the upper limb than in the lower limb.³

In another study, spasticity was present in only 19% of the 95 subjects investigated 3 months after stroke.⁴ The same group of authors reported that 13 subjects out of 63 displayed spasticity after 18 months of stroke.⁵

There is no consensus concerning the number of patients developing spasticity. The discrepancies about the prevalence of spasticity onset after stroke might be related to various study settings and samples as well as the difficulty to measure and to identify its early development, discriminating between spastic-dystonia, muscle contracture, increase of stiffness, and other biomechanical factors. It is known that spastic hypertone can be responsible for motor impairments and activity limitations as well as for forced limb posture and pain at rest and during passive movements. The degree of spasticity may change according to the position of the patients, the task being performed, and the presence of aggravating factors such as pressure ulcers, skin infections, or urinary tract infections. Therefore, considering the variability of clinical features of stroke survivors,
the assessment of spasticity is difficult as well as the need for treatment. In fact, for example, it has also been suggested that for stroke patients, the overactivity of leg extensor muscles enables them to support their body, standing position, and stance phase of gait cycle but interferes with knee flexion during the swing phase, so in this case, a botulinum toxin (BoNT) injection into rectus femoris or vastus intermedius muscles can be useful to reduce this impairment.  

Spasticity is also divided into generalized and focal when few muscles are involved. This type of classification can influence the choice of treatment considering not only the therapy but also the aim to improve limb posture and body image, to apply splinting, to consent hygiene, to increase passive articular range of motion, to walk and stand, to decrease pain and discomfort, to reduce the burden of care, or to prevent contracture. The purpose of this review article is to evaluate the effectiveness of the employment of incobotulinumtoxinA, a recent marked formulation of botulinum toxin type A (BoNT-A), to reduce spasticity in stroke survivors through an analysis of published clinical studies.

**Management of poststroke spasticity**

The treatment of spasticity is strictly related to the reason by which the physicians prefer to obtain a muscle hypertone reduction for the patients. Several types of treatments can be used, even if the choice depends on the characteristics of the muscle overactivity, if generalized (oral drugs, intrathecal baclofen, intrathecal phenol, neurosurgery) or focal (BoNT injection, phenol nerve blocks, orthopedic surgery, physical therapies). In all cases, all pharmacological interventions are adjunctive to a program of rehabilitative treatment. Therefore, a variety of options are available, and clinical experience has shown that a multimodal approach is more effective than single therapy.

Oral antispastic drugs represent a therapeutical possibility to reduce muscle hypertone in poststroke survivors. Although spasticity after stroke is considered a focal muscle condition that requires a local therapy, many clinicians prefer the use of systemic drugs. There are several aspects that must be considered using oral drugs, ie, side effects, no evidence-based guidelines for the choice, titration rates, and withdrawal of these drugs. Among the side effects, one of the most important is the muscle weakness, especially at high dosages. Many physicians consider that it could be related to unmasking of underlying upper motor neuron syndrome rather than from a direct drug effect. Moreover, the onset of dizziness, sedation, and hypotension could be responsible for the withdrawal. Often spasticity is not well treated, and drugs are too quickly interrupted if not tolerated. A combination of two drugs could be used to increase the effect of a single agent or if the patient can tolerate only low doses.

Among oral drugs, baclofen, benzodiazepines, gabapentin, and pregabalin act on the system of gamma-aminobutyric acid (GABA). Baclofen is a GABA-B receptor agonist: it reduces calcium influx and suppresses the release of excitatory neurotransmitters, including glutamate and aspartate. It downregulates the activity of 1a sensory afferents, spinal interneurones, and motor neurons. The possibility of using baclofen through intrathecal administration reduces the adverse effects related to the oral administration. In fact, oral baclofen has a very low bioavailability to GABAergic neurones in the spinal cord, whereas intrathecally, a relatively small dose of drug is given directly into the spinal cord at a high concentration. This employment consents to reduce side effects with a good therapeutical effect of muscle relaxation. However, this type of administration is used less to reduce spasticity after stroke, which often requires a selective treatment.

Benzodiazepines act on GABA-A receptors. They have similar efficacy to other antispasticity drugs but with more side effects. Gabapentin and pregabalin showed their effectiveness especially in the case of spasticity-related pain. It requires a great compliance by the patient considering the possibility of also taking 3,600 mg/daily of these drugs.

Tizanidine is an α2 adrenergic receptor agonist that enhances noradrenergic activity in the spinal cord and brain and inhibits excitatory spinal interneurones. Dantrolene acts directly on the muscle blocking calcium release from the sarcoplasmic reticulum and reduces the excitation–contraction coupling of the skeletal muscle. It is less sedative than other oral drugs, but it is hepatotoxic. In the last few years, cannabinoids have been used to treat spasticity and pain related to multiple sclerosis, acting on receptors located in the dorsal spinal cord, basal ganglia, hippocampus, and cerebellum. Sedation and psychotropic side effects are predominant with the use of tetrahydrocannabinol, an agonist of cannabinoid 1 and 2 receptors, whereas are less frequent with cannabidiol. There is a lack of data about its effectiveness, as occurs for other pharmacological therapies, and a previous study found no significant reduction in the objective measures of spasticity.

Among physical therapies to reduce spasticity, neuromuscular electrical stimulation represents the most used, even if the difficulty to employ it depends on the presence of a severe spasticity, the presence of biomechanical muscle alteration (tendon retraction, fibrosis), the lack of specific protocols, and the data about amplitude and frequency.
The effectiveness of muscle stretching for spasticity treatment has been recognized recently, but the available evidence on its clinical benefit is overall inconclusive. Dorsal rhizotomy is used to reduce generalized spastic hypertonia, as occurs in cerebral palsy or in particular cases of stroke. This treatment reduces the sensory input into spinal-motor neuron pools, reducing their excitability. Orthopedic surgery (tendon lengthening, soft tissue release, and osteotomies) may be considered in patients with upper and lower limb spasticity after stroke, particularly for equinovarus foot deformity, improving kinetic and kinematic gait parameters. However, further validation of surgical correction of spastic foot following stroke is desirable with higher level of study designs and validated assessment tools. A selective treatment is the phenol nerve blockade directly into the peripheral nerves. This treatment causes destruction of neural tissue by protein coagulation even if nerve sprouting may lead to recurrence of spasticity. Thigh adductors and plantar flexor muscles are more frequently treated. It should be done only under the guidance of an ultrasound scan or nerve stimulator.

The gold standard therapy for focal spasticity after stroke is BoNT-A, derived from the anaerobic bacterium Clostridium botulinum. The toxin molecule is composed of a light chain (50 kD) and heavy chain (100 kD), linked by a disulfide bond. The heavy chain is responsible for neuron internalization, and the light chain cleaves specific target proteins involved in the docking and fusion of acetylcholine-containing vesicles to the internal portion of the cell membrane. These target proteins are collectively referred to as the SNARE complex (soluble N-ethylmaleimide-sensitive fusion protein). The light chain of BoNT-A cleaves a protein termed SNAP-25, blocking the fusion of acetylcholine-containing vesicles to the cell membrane and acetylcholine release. The effect is reversed by nerve sprouting and reinnervation, which develops over a few months. If required, further injections should be planned after 3–4 months. An accurate injection technique is required to better identify target muscles, to obtain the identified goal, and to reduce the spread of toxin around near tissues. Management of stroke patients submitted to BoNT-A therapy is necessary to increase the relaxant effect within the treated muscle. Adverse events of BoNT include respiratory tract infections, muscle weakness, urinary incontinence, fever, pain, and transient dysphagia.

**BoNT-A for the treatment of poststroke spasticity**

Since 1989, BoNT-A has been shown to be effective in reducing spasticity after stroke with reversibility and low prevalence of complications, obtaining the approval of US Food and Drug Administration and European regulatory agencies for this indication. In the following years, many studies have demonstrated its safety and effectiveness, although controversy also exists about the improvement in motor function relative to the improvement in spasticity. Several international consensus statements on dosages, injection techniques, patient selection, and outcome measures have been proposed, even if injection sites and dosage are often identified by the injector’s decision-making without scientific basis and specialized training. There is a general agreement on the need for physiotherapy, but a general consensus on timing (eg, whether to start immediately or days or weeks after BoNT-A injections), duration (eg, how long a rehabilitation program should last), type of rehabilitation procedures (eg, multimodal or single procedure or both), as well as the cost-effectiveness of such treatments has not yet been reached.

Current guidelines suggest the employment of a dose up to 600 units (U) of onabotulinumtoxinA and incobotulinumtoxinA or up to 1,500 U of abobotulinumtoxinA per injection session to treat spasticity after stroke. However, in recent years, higher doses were used, especially in the case of upper and lower limb severe spasticity, to improve limb posture, to apply splinting, to consent hygiene, and to increase passive articular range of motion (ROM). To date, four formulations of BoNT-A are commercially available and used in clinical practice: onabotulinumtoxinA (Botox®; Allergan, Inc., Irvine, CA, USA), abobotulinumtoxinA ( Dysport®; Ipsen, Paris, France), incobotulinumtoxinA (Xeomin®; Merz Pharma GmbH, Berlin, Germany), and a Chinese toxin (Prosigne®; Lanzhou Institute of Biological Products, Lanzhou, People’s Republic of China). The preparations are manufactured by different processes and have various formulations and potencies, which are determined by diverse biological assays based on their clinical use.

As largely described in several studies, between onabotulinumtoxinA and incobotulinumtoxinA, there is no difference in potency. In contrast, the conversion ratio between abobotulinumtoxinA and incobotulinumtoxinA or onabotulinumtoxinA is not yet clear. Recently, it has been shown that 100 U of onabotulinumtoxinA or incobotulinumtoxinA is bioequivalent to 300 U of abobotulinumtoxinA. Another interesting consideration about the commercially available BoNT-A products is their protein structure. The active component of the available products is BoNT in the onabotulinumtoxinA and abobotulinumtoxinA formulations, the neurotoxin is associated with a larger protein complex.
containing accessory proteins, whereas incobotulinumtoxinA formulation presents a neurotoxin purified, free from complexing proteins, and thus has a high specific biological activity.\textsuperscript{37} It has been demonstrated that, under physiological conditions, complexing proteins are not associated with the neurotoxin, and so are not required for the pharmacological activity of the neurotoxin and do not affect the stability of the products or the diffusion after injection.\textsuperscript{38–40} The advantage of the absence of complexing proteins could be related to low risk of immunogenicity, but this topic is not yet established. A recently published case report showed the effect of incobotulinumtoxinA to reduce spasticity in a stroke survivor who developed BoNT-A antibodies after several years of treatment with onabotulinumtoxinA.\textsuperscript{41}

In the present review article, we examined the safety and effectiveness of incobotulinumtoxinA for the treatment of spasticity after stroke (Table 1). We reviewed English clinical reports from the international literature published from January 2009 to October 2015, including randomized placebo-controlled, double-blind, and open-label trials, and existing meta-analyses that provided a description of the employment of incobotulinumtoxinA for the treatment of spasticity after stroke. We chose this starting date for the electronic searches because between 2009 and 2010, incobotulinumtoxinA was approved in Europe for the treatment of upper limb poststroke spasticity.\textsuperscript{42} Searches of US National Library of Medicine databases were performed and were included if 1) the sample size included four or more subjects; 2) the intervention applied was incobotulinumtoxinA; 3) spasticity was assessed pre- and posttreatment using specific outcome measures; and 4) safety was described by the clinicians. We did not include congress abstracts/posters, articles that were not peer reviewed, articles not written in English, and case reports. This review was based upon searches of the following terms in the US National Library of Medicine databases: “incobotulinumtoxinA” or “NT201” or “Xeomin” combined with “spasticity” or “poststroke spasticity.” The references of each study selected were screened to identify studies that were not included on electronic search. Key textbooks were also searched in addition to the electronic database search. From 146 articles identified with multiple electronic searches, we screened titles and abstracts of the citations downloaded from the searches identifying 46 potential relevant articles chosen for a closer review. Excluding other 32 articles not meeting the inclusion criteria, we obtained full copies of the 14 potentially suitable reports for further assessment. After inclusion of two articles of interest from the reference lists of the selected articles and exclusion of an other four articles, 12 studies met the study eligibility criteria and were finally included in the overall review (Table 1).\textsuperscript{23,31,43–52}

**IncobotulinumtoxinA for the treatment of poststroke spasticity**

According to the European product label, incobotulinumtoxinA is currently approved for treating upper limb spasticity in stroke survivors. In 2010, the European Medicines Agency declared that incobotulinumtoxinA was effective to reduce upper limb spasticity after stroke with the use of 400 U of neurotoxin.\textsuperscript{43} A great contribution to the research about the use of incobotulinumtoxinA for the treatment of spasticity after stroke was given by a randomized, double-blind, placebo-controlled, Phase III study carried out at 23 sites in three European countries on 148 stroke survivors with upper limb spasticity.\textsuperscript{44} The patients have been submitted to a single treatment session with incobotulinumtoxinA (maximum dose 400 U) or placebo administrated into fingers and wrist flexors, elbow flexors, forearm pronators, and thumb flexor muscle and followed for ≤20 weeks. One month after the BoNT-A injections, a significantly higher proportion of patients treated in wrist flexors with neurotoxin were responders (improvement of ≥1 point in the Ashworth Scale [AS] score), as observed in comparison to placebo ($P<0.001$) as well as for all treated flexor muscle groups ($P≤0.009$). Statistically significant results in favor of incobotulinumtoxinA were observed at all postinjection visits until week 12 in the principal therapeutic target for Disability Assessment Scale (DAS) ($P≤0.005$) in the global assessment of efficacy ($P<0.001$) and in some tasks of the Caregiver Burden Scale ($P<0.05$). Approximately 20 subjects in each group experienced at least one of the following adverse event: feeling hot, headache, dysesthesia, hypoesthesia, dysphagia, injection site pain, and injection site hematoma.\textsuperscript{45}

In an open-label extension period of this trial with up to a duration of 69 weeks, most patients (145/148) received a maximum of five additional sets of incobotulinumtoxinA injections with ≥12 week intervals.\textsuperscript{46} One hundred and twenty patients completed the extension period, and clinical effects of the therapy confirmed previous results on spasticity reduction for wrist, elbow, finger, thumb flexors, and the forearm pronators with a significant improvement after 4 weeks (AS response rate: ≤80.6%, $P<0.0001$). After 4 weeks of follow-up, DAS score showed a significant improvement ($P<0.05$), and the majority of investigators, patients, and caregivers rated incobotulinumtoxinA efficacy as very good or good (56%–84%). Investigators rated the tolerability of incobotulinumtoxinA as “good/very good” for ≥90% of
Table 1 Key and reviewed studies on incobotulinumtoxinA (Xeomin) in the treatment of poststroke adult spasticity

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>References</th>
<th>Study design</th>
<th>Objective of the study</th>
<th>Patients characteristics and outcome measures</th>
<th>Dose (U)</th>
<th>Muscles injected</th>
<th>Efficacy outcomes/adverse effects</th>
<th>Overall nature of the findings in terms of efficacy or safety</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kanovský et al, 43 2009</td>
<td>Randomized, double-blind, placebo-controlled, multicenter trial</td>
<td>To assess the effectiveness on spasticity, functional disability, and caregiver burden</td>
<td>148 chronic stroke patients’ AS score for wrist and finger flexor muscles and DAS</td>
<td>≤400 U</td>
<td>BB, BR, B, PT, PQ; FDS, FDP, FCU, FCR, FPL, ADP, FBP/OP</td>
<td>After 4 weeks, 8 weeks, 12 weeks, AS score reduction ≥1 point in patients treated with BoNT-A compared to placebo. Statistically significant improvement for DAS, for global assessment of efficacy, and in some tasks of the Caregiver Burden Scale; 20 subjects in each group experienced at least one of the following adverse events: feeling hot, headache, dysesthesia, hypoesthesia, dysphagia, injection site pain, and injection site hematoma</td>
<td>Positive for efficacy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barnes et al, 45 2010</td>
<td>Prospective, randomized, observer-blind, multicenter trial</td>
<td>To assess the efficacy and safety of two dilutions (50 U/mL; 20 U/mL)</td>
<td>169 chronic stroke patients’ AS score for upper limb muscles, DAS, and GATR</td>
<td>Median dose 300 U; one subject up to 495 U</td>
<td>BB, BR, B, PT, PQ; FDS, FDP, FCU, FCR</td>
<td>No differences of spasticity and disability reduction between subjects treated with 50 U/mL or 20 U/mL dilution. Global improvement considered high by patients and investigators. Mild or moderate adverse effects: injection site hematoma, injection site pain, muscular weakness, nausea</td>
<td>Positive for efficacy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kaňovský et al, 44 2011</td>
<td>Prospective, nonrandomized, repeated treatment open-label trial</td>
<td>To assess the effectiveness of the long-term repeated treatment on spasticity, functional disability</td>
<td>145 chronic stroke patients’ AS score for wrist and finger flexor muscles and DAS</td>
<td>≤400 U</td>
<td>BB, BR, B, PT, PQ; FDS, FDP, FCU, FCR</td>
<td>120 patients completed the trial: after 4 weeks, AS score reduction for wrist, elbow, finger, thumb flexors, and the forearm pronators ≥1 point; DAS reduction ≥1 point; investigators, patients, and caregivers rated efficacy as very good or good (56%–84%). 11% of patients reported treatment-related adverse events</td>
<td>Positive for efficacy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fiore et al, 48 2012</td>
<td>Prospective, open-label study</td>
<td>To assess the effectiveness after one-year treatment on spasticity, functional disability, and daily spasm frequency for upper limb muscles</td>
<td>20 chronic stroke patients with upper limb spasticity MAS score for upper limb muscles, DAS, and SFS</td>
<td>≤450 U</td>
<td>BB, FDS, FDP, PL</td>
<td>All the enrolled patients completed the year-long study. MAS, DAS, and SFS reduction score after the first and the last (after 1 year) injection. No difference regarding effectiveness during repeated treatments. No adverse effects were observed in these patients</td>
<td>Positive for efficacy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hesse et al, 49 2012</td>
<td>Randomized, single-blind, pilot study</td>
<td>To reduce muscle contracture and stiffness in the upper limb during early phase of stroke</td>
<td>18 subacute stroke subjects’ MAS score for finger flexor muscles, REPAS score for whole arm muscle tone, Fugl-Meyer arm score, and Disability Scale</td>
<td>≤150 U</td>
<td>FDS, FDP, FCU, FCR</td>
<td>Nine subjects treated with incobotulinumtoxinA; nine not treated. Statistically significant MAS score reduction 1 month and 6 months after injection. Statistically significant REPAS score reduction 1 month after treatment. Statistically significant disability sum score reduction 1 month and 6 months after treatment. Fugl-Meyer scores unchanged between groups 1 month and 6 months after treatment</td>
<td>Positive for efficacy</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Continued)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>References</th>
<th>Study design</th>
<th>Objective of the study</th>
<th>Patients characteristics and outcome measures</th>
<th>Dose (U)</th>
<th>Muscles injected</th>
<th>Efficacy outcomes/adverse effects</th>
<th>Overall nature of the findings in terms of efficacy or safety</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Santamato et al, 2013</td>
<td>Prospective, open-label study</td>
<td>To assess the safety and efficacy on spasticity, passive ankle dorsiflexion motion, spasms frequency, rate of satisfaction for patients and for the physicians</td>
<td>71 stroke subjects with lower limb spasticity MAS score for plantiflexor muscles, PADFM, and SFS</td>
<td>≤180 U</td>
<td>GM, GL, SOL</td>
<td>Statistically significant MAS and SFS scores reduction 1 month and 3 months after injection and increase of passive ankle dorsiflexion motion 1 month and 3 months after treatment. 36.6% of investigators and 25.4% of patients rated the clinical picture as “marked improvement.” At 2 weeks after treatment, eight patients (11%) experienced treatment-emergent adverse events (injection site pain for three patients, muscular weakness for five patients). All these adverse events were mild and were resolved in a few days</td>
<td>Positive for efficacy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Santamato et al, 2013</td>
<td>Prospective, open-label, nonrandomized study</td>
<td>To assess the safety and efficacy of high doses on upper and lower limb spasticity</td>
<td>25 chronic stroke patients with upper and lower limb spasticity AS score for upper and lower limb muscles, DAS, VAS for spasticity-related pain, and GATR for investigators and patients</td>
<td>≤840 U</td>
<td>PM, BB, BR, PT, FDS, FDP, FCU, FCR, FPL, ABP, RF, ADDLBM, BF, GM, GL, SOL, PT, AT, FDL, FHL, EHL</td>
<td>Statistically significant reduction of AS, DAS, and VAS scores 1 month and 3 months after injection. 40% of investigators and 28% of patients rated the clinical picture as “marked improvement.” One patient reported injection site pain and four patients experienced muscular weakness. All these adverse events were mild and were resolved in a few days</td>
<td>Positive for efficacy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Santamato et al, 2014</td>
<td>Single-blind randomized trial</td>
<td>To compare two techniques of BoNT-A injections: US and SALP</td>
<td>30 chronic stroke patients with upper limb spasticity MAS score for wrist and finger flexor muscles and FPR</td>
<td>Not indicated</td>
<td>FCU, FCR, FDS, FDP</td>
<td>Statistically significant MAS score reduction with FPR score increase 1 month after injection in subjects treated under US guide with respect to those submitted to SALP</td>
<td>Positive for efficacy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dressler et al, 2015</td>
<td>Prospective, noninterventional, randomized study</td>
<td>To assess the safety of high doses for the treatment of spasticity</td>
<td>Approximately 90% of 33 stroke subjects suffered from hemispasticity, arm and leg spasticity. Patients were submitted to CSTF, STQ, NE, and LS</td>
<td>≤1,200 U</td>
<td>Not indicated</td>
<td>No signs of motor or autonomic dysfunction. LS did not show any remarkable abnormalities for serum chemistry</td>
<td>Positive for safety</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study</td>
<td>Design</td>
<td>Objective</td>
<td>Patients</td>
<td>Outcome</td>
<td>Conclusion</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------</td>
<td>-----------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elovic et al.</td>
<td>Prospective,</td>
<td>To confirm the safety and efficacy of 400 U incobotulinumtoxinA for upper limb spasticity</td>
<td>210 chronic stroke patients with upper limb spasticity AS, DAS, and IGIC</td>
<td>400 U Not indicated</td>
<td>Statistically significant reduction of AS and DAS scores 1 month and 3 months after injection. 42.7% of patients reached a score ≥2 compared with 22.7% of placebo patients. A few and well-tolerated adverse events (dry mouth for four patients; muscular weakness, urinary retention, blurred vision, bradycardia, constipation, diplopia for one patient) existed.</td>
<td>Positive for efficacy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Invernizzi et al.</td>
<td>Case–control</td>
<td>To evaluate changes in autonomic heart drive induced by high doses of BoNT-A</td>
<td>11 stroke survivors with spastic hemiplegia. Heart rate variability measures derived from ECGs</td>
<td>PM, B, BB, BR, FDP, FDS, FCU, FCR, FPL, ADP, IX, RF, ST, SM, GL, GM, SOL, AT, PT, FDL, FHL, EHL, FDB</td>
<td>The use of incobotulinumtoxinA in adult patients at doses up to 12 U/kg seems to be safe regarding autonomic heart drive.</td>
<td>Positive for safety</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Santamato et al.</td>
<td>Single-blind randomized trial</td>
<td>To compare two adjunctive therapies after BoNT-A</td>
<td>70 chronic stroke patients with upper limb spasticity MAS, DAS, and FPR</td>
<td>≥400 U FDS, FDP, FCU, FCR</td>
<td>Statistically significant reduction of MAS and DAS scores; FPR score increased 1 month after injection in subjects treated with adhesive taping with respect to those submitted to daily muscle manual stretching, passive articular mobilization of wrist and fingers, and palmar splint</td>
<td>Positive for efficacy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Abbreviations:** U, units; AS, Ashworth Scale; DAS, Disability Assessment Scale; BB, biceps brachii; BR, brachioradialis; B, brachialis; PT, pronator teres; PQ, pronator quadratus; FDS, flexor digitorum superficialis; FDP, flexor digitorum profundus; FCU, flexor carpi ulnaris; FCR, flexor carpi radialis; FPL, flexor pollicis longus; ADP, adductor pollicis; FDB, flexor digitorum brevis; OP, opponens pollicis; BoNT-A, botulinum toxin type A; GATR, Global Assessment of Treatment Response; MAS, Modified Ashworth Scale; SFS, Spasm Frequency Scale; PL, palmaris longus; PADPM, passive dorsiflexion grade of motion; GM, gastrocnemius medialis; GL, gastrocnemius lateralis; SOL, soleus; VAS, Visual Analog Scale; PM, pectoralis major; ABP, abductor pollicis brevis; RF, rectus femoris; ADDLBM, adductor longus–brevis–magnus; BF, biceps femoris; PT, posterior tibial; AT, anterior tibial; FDL, flexor digitorum longus; FHL, flexor hallucis longus; EHL, extensor hallucis longus; US, ultrasonography; SALP, surface anatomical landmarks and palpation; FPR, fingers position at rest; CSTF, complete secondary therapy failure; STQ, Systemic Toxicity Questionnaire; NE, Neurological Questionnaire; LS, laboratory screening; IGIC, Investigator’s Global Impression of Change; ECG, electrocardiogram; IX, interossei; ST, semitendinosus; SM, semimembranosus; FDB, flexor digitorum brevis.
patients after each treatment cycle with few treatment-related adverse events (11% of patients). A prospective, randomized, observer-blind trial evaluated the efficacy and safety of two dilutions of incobotulinumtoxinA (50 U/mL or 20 U/mL) in 192 patients with upper limb spasticity of diverse etiology. Of these, 168 subjects were stroke survivors and were randomized to either 50 U/mL or 20 U/mL of BoNT-A dilutions and treated with a maximum total dose of 495 U. Changes in functional disability and muscle tone from baseline to week 4 after incobotulinumtoxinA treatment have been assessed: a ≥1-point reduction was observed on the DAS score in 57.1% and on the AS score in >62.2% of patients. No differences in clinical effects were reported between subjects treated with 20 U/mL or 50 U/mL dilution. Both the patients (80.2%) and the investigators (89.0%) improved the clinical condition from “mildly” to “very markedly.”

Elovic et al confirmed the efficacy and safety of incobotulinumtoxinA for poststroke upper limb spasticity in another 12-week main period of a prospective, randomized, double-blind, placebo-controlled, Phase III trial with an open-label extension period. In the first phase of this trial, stroke survivors with a typical clinical pattern of flexed elbow, flexed wrist, and clenched fist with muscle tone ≥2 on the AS at each site were treated with a single injection of 400 U total dose of incobotulinumtoxinA (n=210) or placebo (n=107) for the safety evaluation set. Of these, 259 subjects were randomized after the amended protocol came into effect and were included in the full analysis set (incobotulinumtoxinA, n=171; placebo, n=88). Spasticity reduction measured with AS was the primary outcome measure, whereas the Investigator’s Global Impression of Change (IGIC) using a 7-point balanced Likert scale was a coprimary outcome. The DAS was a secondary outcome variable. Patients reported a statistically significant reduction in hypertone and disability considering ≥1-point improvement in the AS and DAS scores from baseline. In fact, after 1 month, the subjects submitted a ≥1-point reduction was observed on the DAS score in 57.1% and on the AS score in >62.2% of patients. No differences in clinical effects were reported between subjects treated with 20 U/mL or 50 U/mL dilution. Both the patients (80.2%) and the investigators (89.0%) improved the clinical condition from “mildly” to “very markedly.”

The effectiveness of incobotulinumtoxinA to reduce spasticity of ankle plantar flexor muscles has been reported in a prospective open-label study conducted among 71 stroke survivors treated with neurotoxin administrated into soleus, medial, and lateral gastrocnemius muscles with a maximum total dose of 180 U (dose range 25–100 U for each muscle). Patients reported a statistically significant reduction in muscle tone and spasms daily increasing passive ankle dorsiflexion movement at 30 days, persisting also at 90 days of follow-up. Two weeks after treatment, adverse events were reported by eight patients (11%) (injection site pain and muscular weakness), which were all mild in intensity and resolved shortly. Another open-label study explored the safety and the efficacy of repeated incobotulinumtoxinA injections for 1 year while evaluating the functional disability and quality of life in 20 subjects with upper limb spasticity after stroke. Adverse events were assessed, and efficacy was measured by Modified Ashworth Scale (MAS) for spasticity, Spasm Frequency Scale (SFS) for the daily spasms, and DAS score. Every 3 months, the patients were injected into their upper limb muscles. During the reinjection time, the total dose was reduced with respect to the first injections, ranging from 160–450 U to 120–350 U, in parallel to the improvement of clinical picture. One year after treatment with the initial incobotulinumtoxinA, muscle tone, determined using the MAS, was significantly reduced in all the treated muscle groups (P<0.001). In addition, DAS and SFS scores were also significantly reduced (P<0.001 for all). After the first and the last treatment, no differences regarding the effectiveness of MAS, DAS, and SFS reduction have been found, confirming the persistence of the incobotulinumtoxinA action during long-term therapy. Moreover, the authors reported no adverse events in these patients.

A recent interest about the poststroke spasticity is the employment of BoNT-A in the early phase of stroke to reduce the disabling muscle contracture and stiffness in the paretic arm. Hesse et al conducted a randomized, single-blind, pilot study in 18 patients with increased finger flexors tone between 4 weeks and 6 weeks after a stroke. Participants were divided into group A and group B: group A received 150 U of incobotulinumtoxinA (100 U into deep and superficial finger flexors; 50 U into flexor carpi radialis and ulnas muscles) under ultrasound-guided plus rehabilitation therapy for 4 weeks and group B received 4 weeks of a multiprofessional rehabilitation program without BoNT-A treatment. One month after treatment, the muscle tone of the finger flexors measured with MAS was significantly lower in patients who received incobotulinumtoxinA than in
patients who had not received any injections \((P=0.001)\). The effects lasted for 6 months \((P=0.025)\). Moreover, 1 month after the BoNT-A administration, the whole arm muscle tone measured with REPAS (Resistance to Passive movement summary rating scale) was significantly lower in the group A \((P=0.003)\), whereas it missed the chosen level of significance after 6 months \((P=0.013)\). The disability sum score was significantly lower after 1 month \((P=0.023)\) and 6 months \((P=0.013)\). The Fugl-Meyer scores did not show any differences between groups after 1 month \((P=0.788)\) and 6 months \((P=0.857)\). The authors concluded that early treatment with incobotulinumtoxinA could potentially prevent the development of contractures reducing muscle stiffness in the longer term and that further placebo-controlled studies are needed.

The potentially reduced formation of antibodies development due to the absence of complexing proteins was the reason to perform several trials on the use of high doses of this pure neurotoxin although the European incobotulinumtoxinA product label recommends a maximum dose of 400 U for the treatment of upper limb poststroke spasticity. A prospective, nonrandomized, open-label study described the safety and efficacy of higher doses (ranging from 750 U to 840 U) of incobotulinumtoxinA in 25 consecutive subjects with upper and lower limb poststroke spasticity. The patients were treated under ultrasound guide in several muscles of the upper and lower limbs, reporting after 30 days of follow-up, a significant reduction in disability, spasticity-related pain, and muscle tone measured with DAS, Visual Analog Scale, and AS, respectively \((P=0.0000)\). At 90 days of follow-up, the incobotulinumtoxinA treatment effects were still significant \((P=0.0000)\). Only 16% of patients experienced treatment-emergent adverse events (injection site pain and muscular weakness). All these adverse events were mild and resolved in a few days. In a prospective, open-label noninterventional study, Dressler et al evaluated safety outcomes in a randomly selected population of 54 patients suffering from spasticity of several etiologies (15 suffered with hemispasticity, 13 with arm spasticity, 12 with tetraspasticity, 9 with paraspasticity, and 5 with leg spasticity) \(-\sim90\%\) of subjects with hemispasticity and arm and leg spasticity were stroke survivors. The patients were submitted to the “high-dose” group, receiving a single mean dose of 570.1 U (range 400–1,200 U) of incobotulinumtoxinA and the “regular dose” group with a single mean dose of 153.2 U (range 60–200 U) of the same neurotoxinA. No signs of motor or autonomic dysfunction that were attributable to incobotulinumtoxinA treatment have been reported with the use of the systemic toxicity patient questionnaire and with neurological examination. No patient developed production of antibodies and secondary treatment failure.\(^5\)

The safety of high doses of incobotulinumtoxinA was assessed also in a recent study evaluating possible changes in autonomic heart drive induced by \(>600\) U of incobotulinumtoxinA injected into eleven stroke survivors with spastic hemiplegia. An electrocardiographic examination performed 24 hours before and 10 days after the injections did not show relevant effects on autonomic drive directed to the heart, demonstrating an absence of systemic diffusion also at high doses.\(^5\) Injection technique represents an important guide to maximize the precision in target muscles, avoiding the spread of neurotoxin in other sites. In the last few years, several studies have been published about the use of ultrasound guide during the BoNT treatment. A correct use of ultrasound guide permits a good result for the outcome measures employed to value disability of the patient injected. In fact, a comparison study between ultrasound guide (group A patients) and manual needle placement identifying target muscles by surface anatomical landmarks and palpation (group B patients) has been conducted on 30 stroke survivors with upper limb spasticity injected with incobotulinumtoxinA.\(^3\) Statistically significant improvement in patients’ clinical picture has been found more in group A than in group B. One month after the incobotulinumtoxinA injection, MAS score for wrist flexor muscles was reduced \((P=0.0211)\) as well as MAS score for finger flexor superficialis muscles \((P=0.0124)\) and for finger flexor profundus muscles \((P=0.0124)\) with an improvement of finger position at rest \((P=0.0041)\), confirming the important role of a guide during the injections and the efficacy of incobotulinumtoxinA to reduce chronic spasticity. Finally, the effectiveness of incobotulinumtoxinA has been evaluated in 70 patients with wrist and finger flexor muscles spasticity treated with BoNT-A and randomly submitted to adhesive taping (group A) or daily muscle manual stretching, passive articular mobilization of wrist and fingers, and palmar splint (group B) for 10 days. MAS, DAS, and fingers position at rest were measured at baseline, after 2 weeks and after 1 month from the treatment session. After 2 weeks, subjects in group A reported a significantly greater decrease in spasticity scores (MAS fingers: \(P<0.0001\); MAS wrist: \(P<0.01\)) with an improvement in fingers position at rest \((P<0.001)\) compared with group B patients; these results persisted also 1 month after in spasticity, disability scores (MAS fingers: \(P<0.001\); MAS wrist: \(P<0.01\); DAS: \(P<0.01\)) and fingers position at rest \((P<0.0001)\) with respect to Group B.\(^5\)
Discussion

The cumulative body of evidence coming from the 12 studies selected in the present review article suggested that incobotulinumtoxinA, as well as onabotulinumtoxinA and abobotulinumtoxinA, appeared to be safe and efficacious in reducing focal spasticity after stroke. In fact, several studies and meta-analyses demonstrated that BoNT-A injections represent the first choice for the treatment of focal spasticity.26,27 A recent European consensus established that a dose of ~600 U of onabotulinumtoxinA/incobotulinumtoxinA or up to 1,500 U of abobotulinumtoxinA may be safe and well tolerated in poststroke spasticity,28 even if higher doses of BoNT-A have been used, especially in the case of severe spasticity in the upper and lower limbs.31,32,53

Although controversy exists about the improvement in motor function relative to spasticity reduction after BoNT-A treatment, the rate of satisfaction for clinicians, patients, and caregivers is very high. In fact, it is important, in the case of spasticity, to consider not only the motor impairment and loss of dexterity but also the associated clinical phenomena, for example, pain, disability, and discomfort sensations that can be reduced with BoNT-A injection. For this reason, the effect of BoNT-A therapy must be evaluated globally, as confirmed by the patient’s considerations about the clinical results after the injections. Many times, the subjects treated with BoNT-A claim to have had a positive effect, also when there was not a great improvement in the reduction of motricity or spasticity. Probably, this subjective sensation is related to the reduction of pain, rigidity, heaviness of spastic limb, and in these cases, several outcome measures other than MAS or AS should be used to evaluate patient’ sensations, quality of life, or potential benefit for caregivers after BoNT-A injection.

In the last few years, there has been a major interest in this topic; hence, several studies demonstrated the effectiveness and safety of incobotulinumtoxinA for spasticity after stroke reduction, including the rate of satisfaction of patients treated, clinicians, and caregivers. Other outcome variables included the global assessment of efficacy using some tasks of the Caregiver Burden Scale45 or a 7-point balanced Likert scale (IGIC)46 and the efficacy of the treatment for investigators and patients using a 9-point scale.31 In all studies reviewed in the present article, there was a positive result about these outcomes. This was in line with other studies about the use of BoNT-A therapy in stroke survivors, in which the improvements in quality of life, caregiver burden, and clinicians’ satisfaction are key measures of success during the follow-up. For example, the possibility of using Short Form 36 questionnaire before and after injection consents to obtain the real consideration of the patients with spasticity on specific items, including physical functioning, role limitations due to physical health and emotional problems, bodily pain, general health perceptions, vitality, social functioning, and mental health according to the World Health Organization and International Classification of Functioning, Disability and Health. In a recent prospective, observational, and interventional 12-weeks trial on 27 stroke patients submitted to BoNT-A injections, a significant improvement in patients’ perceived health-related quality of life was found in addition to objectively and subjectively measured motor functions.54 On the contrary, the Short Form 36 questionnaire did not modify after BoNT-A injection in another study, probably for a lack of improvement in the activity domain, and consequently, this can appear as a failure for patients’ expectations.55 The quality of life also did not change in 96 stroke patients submitted to abobotulinumtoxinA therapy or placebo, whereas a significantly greater reduction in spasticity, which translated into higher Global Attainment Scaling scores and greater global benefit, was obtained in another study.56 The results from two cross-sectional surveys conducted on 79 patients with poststroke spasticity treated with BoNT-A and 105 physicians, recently published, confirmed their satisfaction for the treatment: overall, 40.5% of patients were very satisfied, 48.1% were somewhat satisfied, and only 11.4% were not at all satisfied with BoNT treatment, whereas most of the 105 participating physicians’ were moderately (57.7%) or very (36.5%) satisfied with BoNT treatment.57 Thus, a specific goal should be set for each patient before BoNT-A injection to demonstrate the effectiveness of the treatment not only for spasticity reduction but also for other domains. With regard to the safety of incobotulinumtoxinA, doses from <600 U up to 840 U have been considered safe and well tolerated for the all patients injected in all reviewed studies 2 weeks or 4 weeks after the treatment. All adverse effects related to the treatment were mild (ie, injection site pain and muscular weakness) and were resolved in a few days. To date, it is not possible to affirm with certainty that the absence of complexing proteins of incobotulinumtoxinA can reduce the risk of the development of antibodies to neurotoxin protein interfering with pharmacological activity and reducing the therapeutic effect partially or completely. Several further studies are needed on larger sample of patients submitted to frequent injections or higher doses with longer follow-up to draw definitive conclusions.

Targeting the right site for BoNT-A injections is important to increase the effect. To date, there are no recommendations about which techniques are most suitable during the treatment; however, ultrasound guide permits in real time
the evaluation of muscle characteristics identifying fat and fibrosis area. This issue is very notable because structural and functional changes can occur in skeletal muscle secondary to spasticity and in response to altered use and neural activation patterns after stroke. These pathological changes are more evident in older age. In fact, sarcopenia, loss of muscle mass, muscle cellular atrophy due to fiber size reduction, fat distribution, and fibrosis development are also amplified with aging and stroke-related inactivity, reducing the number of motor endplates and representing the reason for botulinum toxin therapy failure. These biological processes produce a muscle stiffness increase and could provide an explanation for an “increased resistance to stretch” during spasticity evaluation not necessarily related to upper motor neuron syndrome. Therefore, in this case, the effect of BoNT-A is very much reduced, and it may further be responsible for muscle changes due to inactive muscle fibers from the nerve block. In fact, previous studies showed that skeletal muscle properties did not recover after BoNT-A injection, causing mass decrease and strength loss and reduction of percentage of contractile material. These potentially harmful effects should be considered by clinicians before BoNT-A administration into spastic muscles, although it has been shown that an exercise protocol after BoNT-A treatment can help alleviate muscle atrophy and weakness.

Conclusion
The studies about the use of incobotulinumtoxinA in patients with upper and lower limb spasticity after stroke confirmed previous findings on the efficacy and safety of BoNT-A injections for spasticity treatment, reducing functional disability and improving quality of life. The effectiveness to reduce hypertone is largely demonstrated, but it is necessary to choose an individual primary functional target before starting with BoNT-A treatment, considering that spasticity reduction is not related to improvement of motor function in upper or lower limbs and that the nerve block is highly recommended in the absence of skeletal muscle changes secondary to spasticity and in response to altered use and neural activation patterns after stroke. The possibility of using a highly purified incobotulinumtoxinA potentially free from complexing proteins and, thus, associated with a relatively low risk of immunogenicity may represent a therapeutic advantage for a long-term treatment and for the use of high doses. Finally, a specialized training on patient’s assessment, BoNT-A dosage, injection technique, and side effects knowledge before taking care of patients with spasticity after stroke should be required to confirm the effectiveness of this treatment.
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